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Overview







General information
What does the customer expect from the leak detector?
What protection features can moisture detectors and leakage devices have?
Can a leak detector be too good?
Alarm, Wifi or water closure?
How to choose the right leakage protection for the right purpose

General information



This lecture is based on user feedback or potential leak detector users.
All statements are anonymous and general but cover user experiences and
questions.

What does the customer expect from the leak detector?







STATEMENT:
I avoid getting a water damage for the leak detector alert me right away.
FACTS:
If it is an acoustic alarm it requires hearing.
If it's an WIFI alarm for an app, it requires you to get home quickly and close the water.
If the leak detector can close the water, you can sleep peacefully wherever you are.

What does the customer expect from the leak detector?
•
•
•
•
•
•

STATEMENT:
I get cheaper insurance.
FACTS:
Many insurance companies give a discount if a leak detector is installed.
In any of the Nordic countries, there is a requirement that a leak
detector be installed, or a moisture detector, for example, in Norway
In Denmark there is a requirement that machines and appliances with
automatic water filling in rooms without floor drains are protected
against water outflow.

What does the customer expect from the leak detector?





STATEMENT:
I do not need to maintain my installation.
FACTS:
Mounting leakage detectors does not mean that you can not maintain your installation.
The building rules in most Nordic countries state that it is the building owner who is
responsible for his own installation, and therefore he also has a duty to maintain it.

What does the customer expect from the leak detector?





STATEMENT:
I am warned if the toilet is running or a water tap is dripping - I am helping to do
something for the environment.
FACTS:
There are leakage detectors that are also being sold today to help prevent water
wastage and are therefore being sold as environmentally friendly.

FAQ: What properties can moisture
detectors and leakage devices have?


A moisture detector or leakage protection device may have one or more of the
following characteristics:







Sound acoustic alarm if it comes into contact with moisture
Can send message via WIFI to the homeowner
Can close the water
The more of the features it has overall, the more secure it will be.

Another important feature is the power supply to the appliance



If the supply is a battery, remember to change this
If the supply is the electrical installation of the house, you are always sure that the appliance is
powered.

FAQ: Can a leak detector be too good?


How small damage should the leak detector be able to find?

FACTS:
If the sensitivity is too high (the leak detector finds
very small leaks) the consumer may experience
alarms all the time, thereby becoming irritated.
In the end, he can switch it off, thereby not enjoying
the leakage protection.

FAQ: Can a leak detector be too good?



How small damage can the leak detector find?
FACTS:

This is entirely dependent on how the leak detector detects leaking water.
Different technologies exist for different types of leak detectors.
EXAMPLES:
Mechanical meter
ultrasonic meter
Press Censors
Temperature Censors
Moisture meters

FAQ: Can a leak detector be too good?


If you want to ensure drainage installations, for example, it would be a good
idea to use a leak detector of the type with a moisture sensor, as other types
may not always work against these types of damage.

FAQ: Alarm, Wifi or water closure?





Acoustic alarm if the leak detector comes in contact with moisture.
FACTS:
As a user you will find that this type of leak detector only makes sense if you are
present and can hear that there is an alarm.
Users of this type of leak detectors have experienced that the damage occurred while
on vacation or similar, and therefore the alarm has had no effect and that they have
suffered a water damage anyway.

FAQ: Alarm, Wifi or water closure?



Send message via WIFI to the homeowner
FACTS:
 As a user, you will find that this type of leak detector only makes sense if you are a
place where you can quickly react yourself or can make others react.
 Users of this type of leak detectors have found that they have received an alarm on
their phone but have actually found a place where they could not do anything to
stop the damage before it is too late.

FAQ: Alarm, Wifi or water closure?



Closes the water at leakage.
FACTS:


This makes good sense but should be combined with either an acoustic alarm or a WIFI
message, as there may be on-site conditions that make it inappropriate for the water to be shut
off for an extended period of time.

FAQ: How to choose the right leakage
protection for the right purpose?
 In case of sudden large outflow of water (pipe breaking).
 In case of minor seizures.
 When outflow of water from installations other than water
installations.

FAQ: In case of sudden large outflow of
water (pipe breaking).


Simple alarms that measure moisture from leaky installations






Electronic alarms based on moisture meters that can interrupt the water





Will give an acoustic alarm, and may send a message to the user, but will not be able to shut
off the water.
If there is only a battery power supply, this will run out before the user arrives.
If the meter is placed so that it is flooded with water, there is a risk that it will not work
(electrical interruption).
Will give acoustic alarm and possibly send message to the user by SMS or equivalent
Will react and shut off the water if one or more moisture meters are in the vicinity of the
damage site and become moisture affected, but otherwise they will not work.

Electronic alarms that measure water consumption using a water meter



Will react and shut off the water.
Will provide acoustic and electronic alarm to the user.

FAQ: In case of minor seizures.


Simple leakage devices that measure moisture from leaky installations





Electronic leakage protection devices based on moisture meters that can interrupt the
water





Will give an acoustic alarm when there is sufficient moisture near the alarm, and may send a
message to the user, but will not be able to close the water.
If there is only a battery power supply, this will run out before the user arrives.

Will react and shut off the water if one or more moisture meters are near the damage site and
when there is sufficient moisture, but otherwise they will not work.
Will give acoustic alarm and possibly send message to the user by SMS or equivalent

Electronic leakage protection devices that measure water consumption using a water
meter



Will react and close the water when the seepage damage exceeds the water meter's starting
torque or cut off value.
Will provide acoustic and electronic alarm to the user.

FAQ: When outflow of water from installations
other than water installations.
 Simple leakage devices that measure moisture from leaky installations
 Will give an acoustic alarm when there is sufficient moisture near the alarm, and may send
a message to the user, but will not be able to close the water.
 If there is only a battery power supply, this will run out before the user arrives.

 Electronic leakage protection devices based on moisture meters that can interrupt
the water
 Will react and shut off the water if one or more moisture meters are near the damage site
and when there is sufficient moisture, but otherwise they will not work.
 Will give acoustic alarm and possibly send message to the user by SMS or equivalent

 Electronic leakage protection devices that measure water consumption using a
water meter
 Will not respond to this type of damage.

